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Introduction

Purpose

The purpose of this document is to pro\ ide
teachers. administrators. students, and
parents with samples of students'
performances that exemplify standards in
rolation to the 1994 Grade 6 Science
Performance-Based Assessment Tasks. The
commentaries that accompany the samples
highlight selected features of the students'
responses and show how the scoring criteria
relate to students work.

Science Assessment in 1994

The Grade 6 Science assessment in 1994
collected information and reported on a range
of learning expectations. Three instrumeits
Were used to collect information: the
achievement test. a sur\ ev of student
attitudes, and performance-based assessment
tasks. Provincial results for the achievement
test are available in the Avve,svment
Ing/t/ight.s. document. The pet-1.011mi,, c-
hased assessment component is the specific
focus of this booklet.

Selection ().1' Samples

The samples of students' work selected for
this booklet were used for training markers
during the July 1994 marking session of the
performance-based assessment. As such.
these examples illustrate the provincial
standards for (ii:ade 6 science students at
three le\ els: the Standard ot Excellence. the
Acceptable Standard. and Not Yet At the
Acceptable Standard,

Confirming Standards

The initial work of confirming the standards
that would govern the scoring of student
performances was undertaken by a group of
experienced Grade 6 Science teachers on
June 25 and 26. 1994. Their task was to read
a large enough sample of student responses to

select those that exemplified the different
levels of performance. At the same dine.
these teachers suggested adjustments to the
standard descriptions in ihe scoring guide.
Where needed, and prepared specific notes for
use by group leaders during the marking
session. The Holistic Scoring Criteria are
given in Appendix A.

these teachers later ser\ed as group leaders
during the marking session. The\ used the
selected examples to set the scoring
ouidelines and to train teachers for the:-

marking session.

Marking

Teachers were selected for marking on the
recommendation of their superintendents.
All markers Were teaching Grade 6 Scienee
in the same school year that performance-
based assessment was administered. had
done so for at least tw o ears.

Nlarkers followed the agreed-upon standards
w hen scoring student responses. During the

marking session, each marker scored a
student's response for probiem-sol ing skills
and communication skills. The oerall
results are gi\ en in Appendi\



General Description of the
Performance-Based

Assessment

Background

The performance-based assessment was
developed to assess students higher order
thinking skills in real-life problem-solving
situations. The tasks assessed aspects of
science that cannot be measured easily by
regular paper and pencil tests.

Performance-
Program Area

Activit Activity Name Topic

Tree Trunk Living Things and the
FAIN, ironment

Ecosy stem

Leaky Faucet

4 Wiring a Th1111

Statitin

NlosiLal
Instrument

kets.
and Kites

I.1\ ing Things and the
ironment

N1atter and Energ

Mauer and I nap

\latter and F.nerl...

karth. Space and lime

The activities allowed students to implement
a variety of strategies with hands-on
materials, and to collect information.
Students were asked to explain the strategies
they used and how they carried out these
strategies to solve problems. Their
responses provided another picture of what
they knew and were capable of producing.

based Assessment
Emphasis by Topic

Learner Expectation

Observe a cross-section of a tree trunk
Infer age of the tree
Infer weather conditions during the lifespan of the
tree

Observe a model demonstrating interaction of
liing things. including a predator/prey
relationship
Infer from evidence provided in the model

Collect information from a model of a leaky tap
Design an experiment and control variables in
determining the amount of water hist from the tap
Calculate. using multiple steps. total water lost
from the tap.

Construct a working model of lights. using
sW itches in a variety of arratigements
Niake drawings of models designed

'onstruct models to demonstrate variahles
controlling frequenc of ihrations.
Communicate procedures through &ming., and/or
Writing

\lake measurements of w ind speeds using simple
instruments
Interpret data and draw inferences iihinit A to ities
influenced h nd speed



Sampling

Thirty-one schools were randomly selected
to participate in this assessment. From these
schools, 698 randomly selected students did
the performance-based assessment.

Administration

This assessment was administered by trained
assessors who followed standardized
procedures. The assessment consisted of six
real-life problems presented at six stations.
Each station consisted of:

a stud nt activity sheet listing the problem,
materials that could be used, and
instructions
materials

Three circuits, each with six stations, were
set up. A maximum of 15 students were
assigned to each session. This allowed five
students to wOrk through the six activities at
each circuit. Students were given as much
time as necessary to complete the tasks.
Typically, between 1" and 2 hours was
needed for each student to complete the six
tasks. Students recorded all of their work in
a booklet.

The assessment took place between May 25
and June 4, 1994. The schools selected
provided excellent cooperation in making
space and tables available for this
assessment.



Samples of Students' Performance

Activity ITree Trunk

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

Tom and Mary are holidaying at a cabin by a lake. One night storm) winds blow ma a tree. As
the help their lather and mother cut the tree into smaller pieces. they notice growth rings. Their
father tells them that they can determine the past growing conditions bv looking at the trunk
cross-section. Their mother. who works as a forester with the government, told them that some
of the information the cross-sections of the tree could give them includes:

the age of the treeone ring equals one year of growth
2. \\ hen the tree started growing

if other li \ ing organisms lived in the tree
4. the types of grow ing conditionsthere are w ider rings if grow ing conditions \\ ere

good

Also. there are man\ other things it could tell them. l'se the cross-section of the tree trunk to tell
about this tree.

SHOVID HAVE:

I tree cross-section
I magnifying glass
I ruler

INS'INLVTIONS:

[se the materials to find out as much as \ ou can about this tree. Record \ our ohser\ations
and inferences in \ our Student Booklet. Answer the questions in \ our Student Booklet.

DEl'IN IRONS:

Ohser\ ing or making ()ken ations

I 'sing the senses (smelling, tasting. seeing, heaHng. and touching) to get information about
things or happenings \\ here on are.

[Meiling

An inference is an e \planation lot an ohser\ ation. 1 on gi\e a Ik.,1011 for somncihiimi \ ou
e.



This solution was scored "At the Standard ofExcellence."

Commentary

The responses indicate a thorough understanding of the problem. Extensive and accurate
observations are made regarding the number of rings and diameter of the tree trunk. The
conclusions drawn clearly show an understanding between observation and inference.

The uiterpretations and explanations are logical and are communicated effectiveiy.

Activity 1Tree Trunk

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Record your observations and inferences here.

Observations Inferences

r"' Fec2 tmens
rth

e.e..

rtorier- !eloc.
Inger.

0-- 0 cinrIS

6rC

17,

C coc: irx .

c l.nrtl ord

r -c

5
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2. How old is the tree and what year did it start growing? How do you know?
Tra, year5 pld yyl ..tilded i

-r- efi r ber 4. _yj"Lr

l';

r

3. What were the growing conditions for the first ten years of the tree's life?
_coal:ILL:dr) .4-Cr F21r Fr5+ '0 vrcii .41

teca 4 %-e.

4. How healthy was the tree when it was blown over?
. cu..; .

5. What kind nf tree wai it and where did it probably grow?
nk .L.Q.(0,2-a2_ Li- 1

41_11 crl x-.1. ) . c.



This solution was scored "Performance At the Acceptable Standard."

Commentary

The task is understood. There are appropriate inferences drawn from observations although
some information is inaccurate. Any conclusions made are supported by observations and
inferences.

The interpretations and explanations are logically and clearly stated.

Activity 1Tree Trunk

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Record your observations and inferences here.

Observations Inferences

Ki I 6 kyie_o_r,

1 cirtE.55 cect i <

\reafs aqe_.
e yE

}f L nierdtas had..
de

Cf Th-Q- storted
±rla 4er.4.c 4he ivae TeafotA4.0,9_ if, /011'7

v_o_Lziny .1- bd_ilSe
Cl= )

pa0 rhiclus -Dayya...

a0c) Mut
i t _ staref/

. s\r.L21,) (15
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2. How old is the tree and what yoar did it start growing" Ilow do you know"

-rtIC "hree IS I 1 190 a ric3 I 1- St.Ct.(±e
I-I ic'eca le ivol( /(79<7' n,nof

toOK Cikki. I7 \/Ct'l C016 J
TeEln

3. What were (he growing conditions fur the firgt ten yoars of i3h

re \iev y b.eQe 1414 ?

Lk) I 2 r +K..Q (.3Y1i2S cri-te /
e (5

4. tl healthy wag the tree when it wag blown over"

w.c6 r at- Deql-tn4 14-.4C4USt. casec) tiqe.
horer hecc.4_c)se.

WCA olnLi.)r) 1C r o 'f coc1-)v) e
ivyk P YnolP v LA

Cp-1C.C.

5. What kind of tree wag it and whore did it prohnhly prow.'

t cc,K I (.....3Ct 5,

ff: I f 0 (11/<(' (.4ti
1, 1 u e.st o()".s



This solution was scored "Not Yet At the Acceptable Standard."

Commentary

The task is partially understood. An attempt is made to use observational skills, but there is little

or no clear division between observations and inferences. There is some indication of

incomplete and inaccurate conclusions possibly due to inaccurate observations.

The interpretation of information is not always clear, precise, or accurate.

Activity 1Tree Trunk

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Record your observations and inferences here.

ttLidl.
euri-L

4

_

,
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2. How old is the tree and what year did it start growing? How do you know?

3. What were the growing conditions for the first ten years of the tree's life?

4. How healthy was the tree when it was blown over?

1,1

5. What kind of tree was it and where did it probably grow?

.4..

1, ltd.

12,11tAtt-t_

ee,0-4 4pacA._



Activity 2Ecosystem Mystery

PROBLEM STATEMENT.

Kim and John are camping near Peter Lougheed Provincial Park. They go for a walk to
the interpretive centre. There. a guide asked them to make observations of a miniature
ecosystem set up in a box and then tell what happened in this ecosystem. Help Kim and
John tell the story of what happened.

YOU SHOULD HAVE:

I rectangular history box

INSTRUCTIGNS:

Help K:in and John tell the story by answering the questions in your Student Booklet,

DEFINITIONS:

Observing or makin2 observationsUsing the senses (smelling, tasting. seeing.
hearine_ and touch:ng) to get information about things or events.

InferringAn inference is on explanation for an observation. You give a reason for
something you onerve.



This solution Was scored "At the Standard of Excellence."

('ommentary

The task is analyted and the problem is understood. All inferences are clearl linked to
each accurate and extensive observation. The sequencing of events is clear and the
inferences are supported hy the observations. The inferences made reflect the kind of
environment in a wetland ecos stein.

The obser\ations and inferences are preci. e and the stor line is connected in a Ingit:al
wav . All components are included and linked eliectivel .

Activity 2Ecosystem Mystery

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Record your observations and Inferences here

Observations Inferences

-5rck Vealhnr 'f., .-;...i.etr 1 faC ;'(:.

zy_ uj-11k0v..)5 rnuri Or\ ,X:11041 CI (CireDk)

(()r, a A i'.11r,

co& it-r:Suftil CO, A f 0 (-14...-: .-.1&rcj i co c... (45

- horn-41(34p( d 4 r 9,c`vi. ..,. .-croc.4 : KiKacc
cta,( r000, r d qt. -4. :451rol tau g\ld c.'0/

.1C\ .-:_l I Okl)i-vj '73S el ( a r
O'rt r= \ k, 7c1rotir J '.'
Vow A .tj)(61.1't. MalLI( a ( 0,n,01

2. Vse your uhset vntinna nnd interencem tn tell the stnry whnt happened

( 4 \

y ...; (1 0..is Wed k Ai °vi_.1-, i)r;vr,14. I it.,(A yt,459

be- A lu A 44,4. i ,..1. (s. )
ct. cnr 0 ic N 9 L,'.;h4rfe_ +

. Q rt

16, pon.:,,f G.-Allot/13 sc,j, .) 0;1
2 ,

L,Irr,urqi 0.;,..1 (Lici tx .,. LValk Er? hiCet ),i r
Ih_ ITIX1) ti\ 4'1'V L.k iOtl'i j '..)691,ed by but L.A.)
KiSled (4rt 01 dry3ject 0( ; 4,, )h , Vc-..A.,a,,J 1.4

1
.. _....

ni.) (.4. .1/4)Pe r ro.f. 6, 1 ckir ( }f. ni 04 dr-1'yd anol ohi
/. A I, 7 (kh..0 v.A.21 I' Li ...i " ,i, ,.k % ei. .) pu>>y wil lo..4.) ty 0 r oh.e,

cod 1 rocP 5 -4 (y1.-.;tylki,5 )16 ., . +1.,

r.ya N.ips-. tiwer, ICf r Qt.( cat ora

BEST COPY AVAILABI E
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3. What kind of environment does this mystery box represent?

Give reasons to support yor.r inferences.

MiSitr bZP. represeert5_ a dry ecOSyAern
beaky,- 'AM. yr 1 sr-0.64.4 cknck _sin/ look7 .

7-1,173 bevy .e_,p_fes en t'S Girt ea* 1f,3 iefe Afi d a0
ritv.44-s ° rrcl leCcox-Ve,..0.15ur-Ij rcAn( wokAtrj

Li .ko hoAx on+ and PUSSy
(1.0. I can Oun belau_se

0 , 3 4 t 5 5val at_ 0 mt. _cp A

boa tAxkr ry-wicic

CaOsed anc). lecwe._

irac4c5 and °, rn.15i-- k ojc q?r.' r
cir\criNals OgAZI, -kc yc,

9
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This solution was scored "At the Acceptable Standard."

Commentary

The response indicates evidence of making observations and inferences concerning the
ecosystem. The observations are not extensive, but are appropriate. The sequence of
events and identification of the ecosystem is clear but not always accurate.

The language used is appropriate and events are usually connected in a logical way.

Activity 2Ecosystem Mystery

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Record your obsravations and inferemes here.
Observations Inferences

\\:11-.. A

-1\
TN D

\CL
cl\ fIlt\7" f\e_a,(

2. Use your observations and inferences to tell the story of what happened.

C\t'\ e Le- \t'i 21,

\\e-t\_ jc-0\ne___Aag
1. ..\% 6,5 e_r\"c'c SaC e- <-\-\^-n^9

c \<119.ct

3. What kind of environment does this mystery box represent?

Give reasons to support your inferences.

_

\t,e ce

\'tL ; e &IT Ner

4:0



This solution was scored "Not Yet At the Acceptable Standard."

Commentary

The task is partially understood. There is limited linkage between observations and
inferences. The sequencing of events is partially clear.

The words used are appropriate for an ecosystem. but many components are mksing.
'Ihe connection between some events is not clearly e \pressed.

Activity 2Ecosystem Mystery

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Record your observations and inferences here,

Observations Inference 14

reige-r15'
(rAcks:

LIQ)

2. Use your observations and inferences to tell the story of what happened.

.
me le look rCa--)(1)616.006 cxert

_0(\Z Crmi

leck5_1.1.1a262. oci\ tK(2 l)ctS bap

4.6ne-cht tAf f .&-

3. What kind of environment does this mystery box represent?

Give reasons to support your inferences.

ock5 //kr/ 5c ))e colure: ow= (amp)r9 arect
(--xcccAc.\ pyAnts, kl.-z.acI) be' y

of: birdpr 49espo PiOreSt- 1:_xruz-ec Li2e
cr Hi poofz,

1 5



Activity 3Leaky Tap

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

Darlene is concerned about wasting resources in her home. She notices that a tap in the
storage room is dripping water into the sink. Fier brother Tim tells her that it has been
dripping for the last 24 hours. Darlene thinks it should be fixed right away because it is
wasting energy and resources. Tim doesn't think it is that important because not very
much water is leaking from the tap. Darlene thinks a lot of Water will be wasted and
decides to do an experiment to show Tiin how much water will he \\ asted in one dav.
Help Darlene with her problem.

YOU SHOULD HAVE:

I bucket with a tap
I drip bucket
1 bucket stand
I-250 mi. measuring cup
I-500 in I. measuring cup
I -WOO niL measuring cup
I stop watch

ealculator

INS'FRUCTIONS:

Design a \\ av of finding the amount that was wasted in the past 24 hours.

Start the drip h carefully turning full\ on.

If W Aer cok $0.112 per litre. how much mono \\ as wasted in 24 hours.

When \ ou are finkhed. turn the tap off and pour the \\ ater back in the bucket.

Remember: You only have about 15 minutes to complete this activity.

I h



This solution was scored "At tlie Standard of Excellence."

Commentary

problem is analyied and clearly understood. A successful implementation of
strateg is evident and there is a logical sequence of mathematical steps. The answer is

ithin a reasonable range and expressed correctl in (lollars and litres.

All data and (:ilculations are organi/ed ith results and e planation. deal(
expressed. The information is accurate.

Activity 3Leaky Tap

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Describe the method that you used to find thP amount of water coming out of the tap
k.) rn or-1 4-4ie_

the- _i_raft...t.,s2caishr..29gier- Th(''nute-- ,

ace Lo.(cie-L3 k -tinez -fo red
Lt. c,r 11Y-- c\fNcil-ler Lite_

1

ri) 1. 0 esc:Aci ect -61 Cr7, -)-t
to 140 / re) Lc' el

2. llow much water came out of the tap in 24 hours?

\1-4 rri o% cc
one- 0-1.°E1 tL-r1c-1 c!)-e ri

ca% JZ4 'frn ca,r1 tiOUr:
Therm ZL. t Cre, 5i L.4Q c k2 QL-A

cf.C± 0 C -.)C en( Oaker &d <!r cx

kelLA" t° e-r-Z3.064

3. If water costs $0.02 per litre, how much money was wasted in 24 hours?

L nd (CIO rht
Loomite-ct.

109 p cr- ciriouri t ç rrionc64
ss-Le.,6 coot..)tail . riot rnc(ucfnci

the- circla.Q

Cheek One

I 11,1.11 t c.t ItAlat

I 7
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This solutioo was scored "At the Acceptable Standard."

Commentary

The problem is understood and a definite strategy is implemented to measure the water
and calculate the time. The answer is within a reasonable range and stated in an
acceptable unit of measure.

All interpretations and explanations are clearly expressed. The calculations are accurate
up to the last step.

Activity 3Leaky Tap

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

I. Describe the method that you used to find the amount of water coraIng out of the tap.

1.1L .inaicLeK4 _

J,totext,
dAzt-

2. How much water cume out of the tap m 24 hours?

2o1 &00 4yd, _ kiku.
01.4.t _cei zys

3. If water costs $0.02 per litre, how much money was wasted in 24 hours?

11 0 0 2o _do-IAA& wet.f.t.,c
114".

I 8



This solution was scored "Not Yet At the Acceptable Standard."

Commentary

The [ hlem is partially understood since a strategy for measuring water is evident.

Thert some steps within the mathematical sequence that are missing and irlcurrcct. A
unit 01 time for water measurement is not used.

The information is partly complete. hut contains some inaccuracies. The connection

hetween the calculiitions is not clear.

Activity 3Leaky Tap

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Describe the method that you used to find the amount of water corning out of the tap.
.4(gdnaii
readen444,41.7.2Y11.41 ,m2....cuLA4A144

-11 AArztal A

2. hiow much water came out of the, tap in 2.2t1::ari

3. Ifwater costs $0.02 per litre, how much money was wasted in 24 hours'?

$ 912 0.

Check One

I used t he calculator



Activity 4W ri n g a Train Station

PROB1EN1 STTEMENT:

.10c and Hilda itre making huildings tor thcir train sct. 'Fhe train statiOn has a room v. ith
t\\ o light hulk and a s\\ itch Find wit\ s to hook up thc light hulk and thc s\\ itch.

YOU SHOULD HAVI:

I train station housu \\ ith a hull-) in each of the t\\ 0 room. and one s\\ itch in a doorm a\
6 \ ires and dips

Patter\ pack

INSTRIVTIONS:

Ans\\ cr the questions in our Student Booklet.

Disconncct the \\ ires after completing this acti \ it\ .



This solution was scored "At the Standard of Excellence."

Commentrary

The response indicates a thorough understanding of how electrical circuitry is designed.

An efficient and workable strategy is implemented, which supports a qualified solution.

The diagrams, with labelling, are clear and easy to understand. All of the circuits are

workable, accurate, and complete.

Activity 4Wiring a Train Station

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Wire the train station so that one light can be turned on and off by the switch. Draw a
diagram showing how you wired the train station.

A/ re

V%(31'1k

Ct.

2. Wire the train station so that both lights can be turned off and on by the switch. Draw
a diagram showing how you wired the train station.

'
2 1
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3. Are there other ways to wire the train station? Draw them.

41.4C
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This solution was scored "At the Acceptable Standard."

Commentary

The response indicates an understanding of the problem because there is evidence of
purposeful circuits. A workable strategy is developed that supports an appropriate
solution.

The partially labelled diagrams, showing several circuits that work, are easy to
understand. An organized system is used to display the information.

Activity 4Wiring a Train Station

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Wire the train station so that one light can be turned on and off by the switch. Draw a
diagram showing how you wired the train station.

2. Wire the train station so that both lights can be turned off and on by the svritch. Draw
a diagram showing how you wired the train station.

23



3. Are there other ways to wire the train station? Draw them.
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This olution was scored "Not Yet At the Acceptable Standard."

Commentary

The task is partially unilerstood. There is one circuit that works which reveals e\ idence

of a plan.

The data k limited. One dwgrain is complete and the other has missing details. The
diagrams are easy to understand without labelling.

Activity 4Wiring a Train Station

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Wire the train station so that one light can)* turnod On and ofThy th It eh 1)114 w m

diagram showing how you wired the train station.

2. Wirt' thr train statom so that both lights can be turned off and on by the switch. Draw
diagram ,ihowing IIO% VIOl wired the ttrim stntion



Activity 5Musical Instrument

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

Tasha wants to build a simple string instrument using materials she can find around the
house. How could she build an instrument?

YOU SHOULD HAVE:

1 peg board
10 wooden pegs
1 bag with assorted elastic hands
4 pieces of wood
1 ruler

INSTRUCTIONS:

Use these materials to build a stringed musical instrument that can make three
different sounds.

Answer the qu,2stions in your Student Booklet.

.16



This solution was scored "At the Standard of Excellence."

Commentary

The task is completely analyzed and understood. An efficient and workable strategy is
developed through the use of a logical and thorough approach. There is an efficient use
of variables. The instruments are designed so the sounds can be altered.

The diagrams and descriptions are clear, logical, and complete, with precise reference
made to the use of materials. The information is easily followed.

Activity 5Musica1 Instrument

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Draw diagrams showing what your string instrument looks like and descrIbe how it
makes different sounds.
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This solution was scored "At the Acceptable Standard."

Commentary

The task is understood. A musical instrument is successfully constructed which can alter
sound. A workable strategy is developed.

The diagrams are mostly complete and labelled. The interpretations and explanations are
clear and complete.

Activity 5Musical Instrument

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Draw diagrams showing what your string instrument looks like and describe how it
makes different sounds.
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2. l:Ring any of the matenale, how many different way!' can you change the Round of your
inetrument? For each of your Rolutiona, draw a diagram and deacrihe how you changed
the matrument tz make different aounda.
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This solution was scored "Not Yet At tlu, Acceptable Standard."

Commentary

The task is partially understood but no inferences are made.

The diagrams and descriptions are limited and incomplete and diagram labels are missing.

Activity 5Musical Instrument

Follow the Instruction sheet at this station

1. Draw diagrams showing what your string in tniment looks like and describe how it
makes different suunds.

2. T..'s.ng any ortha mat aeriak, how many dar 111ent ways can y( change the 'MMII
I n st m en ? For each of your solutions, draw a diagram and descnbe how you changed
the inz=trument to make different sounds.
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Activity 6Rockets, Gliders, and Kites

PROBLEM STATEMENT:

Peter and Jane are interested in things that fly. They enjoy launching model rockets.
flying gliders, and flying kites. On a Saturday afternoon. Peter and Jane. and their
parents go to a large field. They use a wind speed indicator to aieasure the wind speed.
They do this because the wind speed is different in various parts of the field. They use a
wind speed chart to choose flying activities most suitable to the w ind conditions. Which
of the flying activities can they do on this day?

YOU SHOULD HAVE:

1 fan with speed set at high
I map outlined with masking tape show a field that is 30(1 metres long
I wind speed indicator
I wind speed chart for different 11\ ing activities

INSTRI.TCTIONS:

'Be masking tape shows w here the field is located.

The fan simakaes the w ind Now ing over the fieldturn the switch to high (3).

Which fl ing activities can Peter and Jane do safelv ?

l'urn the fan off when you are finished.

Activity Wind Speed Range

Model rocketr to 5 km/h

Glider flyer (Ito 14 km/h

Kite fl.v ing 15 to 35 kin/h

(1,



This solution was scored "At the Standard of Excellence."

Commentary

The problem is analyzed and clearly understood. A detailed plan is established and
different locations are tested. The conclusions reached are exact for the wind speeds
recorded from different areas of the field.

All interpretations and the explanations are clear, coherent, and logically connected, The
data is presented in an organized format.

Activity 6Rockets, Gliders, and Kites

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Describe how you used the wind speed indicator and what information it gave you.
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This solution was scored "At the Acceptable Standard."

Commentary

The task is understood. The answers indicate that a strategy is developed which
supported appropriate conclusions.

The interpretations and explanations are organized, clear, and coherent. The ideas are
logically connected.

Activity 6Rockets, Gliders, and Kites

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Describe how you used the wind speed indicator and what information it gave you.
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2. Which flying activities can Peter do on this day and where they can be done? Give your
reasons.
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This solution was scored "Not Yet At the Acceptable Standard."

Commentary

The task is partially understood because the purpose of a wind speed indicator is
recognized. The conclusions are not necessarily connected to a strategy.

The explanations are not too clear and data is limited.

Activity 6Rockets, Gliders, and Kites

Follow the instruction sheet at this station

1. Describe how you used the wind speed indicator and what information it gave you.

2. Which flying activities can Peter do on this day and where they can be done? Give your
reasons.
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Observations Regarding
Students' Skills and

Knowledge

Students who participated in the
performance-based assessment were
motivated and stayed on task for up to
two and one-half hours. Most students
required approximately three to five
minutes u) read each problom and decide
upon a strategy to solve it. Students
were reminded it should take
approxiniately IS minutes to complete
each station. Those w ho were ha\ ing
difficulty getting started were
encouraged to move on to another
station.

At some Of the schools. students w ho
had not participated in the assessment
k anted to know if they could at a later
date.

The following is a description of w hat
students could do. followed by a
discussion of areas for improvement.
Information from the descriptive scoring
results (see Appendix C) was used 1%."
this analysis.

What Students Could Do

Uth it., OneTree Trunk

When making observations of the cross
section of the tree trunk. 3 out of 5
students could make 3 or more
observations. Two out of five students
made appropriate inf;rences. When
calculating the age from the number of
growth rings. 7 out ()I I() students were
accurate to _1: 5 years. About I oil) ol

sttI(lL1115 made appropriate inferences

about the health and growing conditions
of the tree and almost all students could
provide a location in which the th:e
might be found.

Acthit TvkoEcosstem Nlster

The majority of students could make
three Or more appropriate observations
from the mystery sample. About 3 out
of 5 students made appropriate
inferences. The students who made
appropriate inferences clearly identified
observations and inferences. Most of the
students were able to predict the direct
circumstances of the mystery using the
stated observations. l'he majority of
students attempted to provide a story' in a
logical time sequence. Students used the
appropriate language in describing
environmental situations and 9 out of I
students used a written response format.
Three of five students used effective
problem solving skills and one half of
the students' communication was scored
at the acceptable standard.

,Acthit) ThreeLeak Faucet

tit,tiLsIteiiiittsa

of time and collected water for a period
of one minute. One quarter of the
students calculated water loss for 4
minutes which provided more accurate
data for further calculations. Almost 3
out of 4 students attempted to calculat,'
the water loss over a 24 hour period.
This suggests students have an
understanding of a controlled experiment
that would constitute a -fair test.- The
majorit y. of these students used the data
to determine the amount of water lost
and the resultant cost. About 2 out of 5
students ere able to calculate a corriNI
response.



Activit FourWiring a Train
Station

Almost all students v .re able to
demonstrate a completed circuit. Two
out of three students were able to
develop a workable strategy using a
switch to connect and test the different
lights while approximately I out of 7
students completed the initial circuit
without a switch. Approximately 01K'-
half of the students correctly labeled the
diagrams to help explain the workings of
the circuit. Over 70', of the students
used acceptable problem solving and
communication skills to meet the
requirements of the problem

Activit FiveMusical lnstrunwnt

A large majority of students created
three or more sounds with 70(i using the
concept of differing lengths of hands to
ereate these different sounds. About
20'; of the students showed evidence of
appropriate use of the different types of
hands to pmduce different sounds.
About one third of the students used a
bridge appropriately to produce different
sninds. The majorit us,:d diagrams
yy ith a written description for the task.
About 75'; of students used effective
problem solving strategies and 3 out of 5
were able to communicate this
informatim logically and clearl.y.

Activ it SixRockets, Gliders, and
Kites

Approyimatel 2 out of 5 students
measured yy ind yelocit in one location
onl and 3 (lut of It) took measurements
in three locations. Most students onlx
took one measurement in a location.
SeVen out of twenty students accurately
interpreted the information to decide

which outdoor activities were possible in
different wind situations. The majority of
students communicated the information
appropriately and clearly. Approximately
one-half of the students used effective
problem solving strategies and 2 Out of 3
communicated the information clearly.

Areas frr Improvement

Activ it OneTree Trunk

Alth()Ligh students made appropriate
observations and inferences. most were
Linable to distinguish between them.
Students demonstrated this confusion h
h.sting observations as inferences and
inferences as observations. Many
inferences were not connected to
observations. Students need to reali/e
that good observing requires them to
gather information with all the senses.
then study the observations to draw
inferences. When predictions are made
in open-ended problems. assumpti(ms
about the environment must be included
in the explanation. About 3 out of 5
students did not communicate
information logically and dearly .

Activ itv Tv% oEcosstem Mster

Students need to make careful
ohserY ations to determine logical
sequences of events so appropriate
inferences are made. Important
components of the story were
oy erlooked as sequencing was not
appropriate or was missing. The
language of science was not used
appropriately in almost half of the
sample. The concept of an ecosystem
yy here so eral species interact was not
identified. StUdents did not suggest that
the area could he a \101and eeds stein or
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that there could he evergreen trees
growing in the region. Only 3 out of 20
students used all of the observations
effectively within their story.

Activit ThreeLeak Faucet

The majority of the students had
difficulty with multi-step mathematics
and converting from one Unit of
measurement to another (i.e.. mE. to
litres and minutes to hours). In some
instances students used an unrealistic
time frame for soIvinl.i. the problem.
About 2 out of 5 students had difficult\
calculating the volume for a 24
period based on the volume measured
for I to 4 minutes. There were er.v few
students who used diagrams to support
the Written response. Of the students
using a calculator for this question. onl
1 out of 4 students used them
appr(priatel.y. Nlany student answers
were calculated to unrealistic
proportions.

Activit FourW iring a Train
Station

Nian students were ntit able to construct
or could Inn remember how to eonstruct
a parallel circuit. Students need to kmm
how electricity travek through a w ire in
a elosed circuit and how short circuits
occur in their model. l)iagrams Were
used to represent student constructed
circuits and were not used for planning
purposes. There were nummius
students usin diakz!rmus hich yould
short circuit it used in a real life
suuatiim. It \ as ob\ ious Mai mans
studns unable to troubleshoot and
coiret the that.'laills. In tik-Ne eases tile

nehl tHed in a reverse Manner lhal
\\ 11,,11 W is Oj lii C Thila

was complete hut when the sw itch was
closed a short circuit developed and the
lights would go out. Two out of five
students were either unable to connect
series circuits correctly or did not
attempt a series circuit.

%ctiv it FiveMusical Instrument

This activity Was well done by students:
however many students did not
effectively use all of the variables at
their disposal. Approximately I out of 4
had difficulty with problem solving and
2 out of 5 students' interpretations and
explanations were unclear. incomplete or
inaccurate. Many students provided
confusing diagrams which ma have
added to their difficulty w hen explaining
11...)w different sounds were produced. A
students were given 'none materials than
they needed to c(mstruct the musical
instrument, sonic students attempted
more complex constructions that did not
perform as well or not at all.

Activ it SixRockets. Gliders, and
Kites

Many students did not recogni/e the
need to check wind conditions in three
locations in order to determine yv hich of
the flying machines or activities would
work. Less than one percent of the
students used graphs. charts of tables to
help With communicating the
information and less than 3 pereent used
diagrams. Preparation of charts or
graphs w ill help students to focus and
draw inferences and conclusions. When
students make mdietions in (pcn-cuded
problem-solv ing situations. assullilpiliins
the\ Make ;ilicitit the sitliatioll shmild lie
IlicitIded III iIi'iicsjilairriitn
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Appendix A

Science Holistic Scoring Criteria

Level Problem Solving/Inquiry Communication

3
Level of

Excellence

Analyted and readily understood
the task

---D,..n.eloped an efficient and
workable strategy

--Strategy implemented effectively

--Strategy supported a qualified
soluti on

--Appropriate application of critical
knowledge

Appropriate. organized. and
effective system for display of
information or data

--Display of information or data was
precise. accurate. and complete

----lntemretations and explanations
logical tind communicated
effectively

2
Acceptable

Standard

--Understood the task

-- Developed a workable strategy

Stratev.v inferred (some evidence)
. -,- 1but not always clear

--Strategy supports appropriate
sol uti on

--Evident e til application tit critical
knowledge

--Appropriate. organized system kn.
display of information or data

isplay of information or data isD
mostly precise, accurate, and
c omplete

----Interpretations and explanations
logical and mostly clear

1
----Appropriate

Does Not
Meet the

Acceptable
Standard

--Partially understood the task

strategy some of the
time

possible evidence of a plan. but
not clear

---1 i ta it'arti connection to appropriate
sol ution

----Partia/ evidence ()lap/Vim/ion of
critical knowledge

---System for display of Mformation
o data may not be clear orr
effective

--Display of information or data was
somewhat precise, accurate. and
complete

--Interpretations and explanations
somewhat clear

0
Insufficient

Nlisunderstood the task

inappropriate. unworkable strategy

-No evidence of carrying out a plan

No connections to solution

No evidence of critical know ledge

Blank

----Disorganiied sv stem for displax of'
information or data

--y o wDispla f information or data as
not precise. accurate. or complete

kterpretations and explanations
not clear

l3lank



Appendix B
Percentage of Students at Each Level

These provincial results show the percentage of students demonstrating the different
levek of performance for problem-solving and communication skills.

Perflormance
1.e%el 2 3

.%ctivit

4 5

, 15.0 13.3 32.7 25.6 25.0

PRINellt St6i111.1 1 30.6 44.5 19.2 38.1 495 19.3

1 43.0 37.1 56.9 25.6 23.1 42.8

0 1.2 : ; 10.6 3.6 1.8 1.9

12.3 14 1 0.4 32,7 18.9 -,,__ -,

Comnium :mon - 10.6 34.6 18.5 40.8 41.5 42.3

1 40.5 40.4 43.3 21.2 28.4 30.8

0 7.7 10.0 28.9 5.3 11.2 4.2

1.0 ,21 of FA,...ellent..e

2 \c,..L.Tlahle

I Not Yet At the Ack:epttible anurt..St 1 1..a
0 Insulfielent

4 1



Appendix C

Science Descriptive Coding Criteria

Activity I-Tree Trunk

Implementation

5 .0% no response
15.4% at least 1 observation
18.6% at least 2 observations
21.3%. at least 3 observations
18.9% at least 4 observations
19.8% more than 4 observations
0.5% any other appropriate response

133% no response
13.9% at least 1 supported inference
21.5% at least 2 supported inferences
17.9% at least 3 supported inferences
12.3% at least 4 supported inferences
9.74 more than 4 supported

inferences
0.8'4 any other appropriate response

Solution

12.0% no response
age is correct (..±. 5 years)

49.1% age and year are correct (±
years)

11.5% any other appropriate response

Question 2

18.5% no response
appropriate response

26.0% appropriate supported response
5.7% any other appropriate resp(mse

Question 3

16.0%

29.7';
4.1';

no response
appropriate response
appropriate supported response
any other appropriate response

42

Question 4

12.3% no response
69.6c/c appropriate response
11.3% appropriate supported respon.ie
4.4rk any other appropriate response

Communication Skills

11.1% no respons:
38.7% observutions and inferences are

integrated
46.34 observat;ons and inferences are

separate

Activity 2-Ecosystem Mystery

Implementation

4.7'4
4.1%

I I

26,0%
26.5%
26.9%

no response
at least 1 observation
at least 2 observations
at least 3 observations
at least 4 observations
more than 4 observations

14.7% no response
13.0% at least I supported inference
14.1% at least 2 supported inferences
21.0% at least 3 supported inferences
19.7% at least 4 supported inferences
16.1% more than 4 supported

inferences

Solution

Question I

110 response
19.3(i wet area
16.3'? not a w et arca



Question 2

43.9%
443%

74.3'4
5.1(.4

19.1'4

no response
trees in area
no trees in area

no response
evergreen trees
no evergreen trees

Activity 3-- Leaky Tap

Implementation

31.5(,; nt) response
7.1'2; collected less than 1 minute

31.1':'; collected for 1 minute
4.5Ci collected for 1-2 minutes
3.65 collected for 3-4 minutes
3.0',; collected for more than 4

minutes
7.6'1; any other appropriate response

19.5'
73.7'4

no response
measured per unit time
did not measure per unit time

18.5'.; no response
59.6'..? measured time per unit volume
12.9'; did not measure per unit

volume

Solution

Question 1

61.6';

9.1(

()nes loll

59.9';
20.7',

no response
measurement is reasonable t<

)

measurement is reasonable
(10' > < 2(Y; )
measurement is reasonable
120' ; > < ; )

no rcsponsc
calculation for 24 bolus Is
correct (< 10'; )

14.8% calculation for 24 hours is
correct (minor error)

4.5U any other appropriate response

Question 3

6 I .9(7( no response
11.7% calculation is correct
18.9'4 calculation is correct (minor

error)
6.5? any other appropriate response

Communication Skills

5.9Ci
93.5(/;

18.8c4

53.3c;

no response
written response
no written response

no response
calculations complete
calculations not complete

no response
diagrams are appropriate
diagrams are not appropriate

32,4'/; no response
14.1q used calculator appmpriately
43.3(4 did not use calculator

appropriately

4---Wiring 0 Tntin Station

Solution

Question 1

15.4';
8,0';

Question

no response
working light with switch
working light without switch
any other appropriate response

no response
parallel circuit (complete)
parallel circuit (partial )
any other .,ippmpriate response



63.5".4
9.4ri
7.W ;

no response
series circuit (complete)
series circuit (partial)
any other appropriate response

Omimunication Skills

3,W;
45.1(.4
49.6';

12.1;
14.4r;
71.6' ;

no response
diagrams with lahels
diagrams without labels

n) response
diagrams %. ith s\ mhols
diagrams w ithout symbols

Activity 5 Rockets. Gliders, and kites

Strategy

3,11'

41.3'

10.9'

no response
took measurements in at least 1

place
took measurements in at least 2
places
took measurements in at least 3
places
took measurements in more
than 3 places
any other apprt yriate response

Implementation

4.5'; 110 response
83.1' took at least I measurement per

place
; took at least 2 measurements

per place
6.2'; took more than 2 mettsurements

per place
2.1' itn other .,ippropriate response

SollItion

no response
eau 1.1\ one maehine
ean 11\ two machines
can tiv three machine
att.\ other response

44

('omnnmication Skills

1).5",-;

no response
used chart/table/list
appropriately

1).1(i did not use chart/table/list
appropriately

99.5'; no response
used a graph appropriatel
did not use a graph
appropriately

no response
2.7'; used a diagram appropriatel

did not use a diagram
appropriately

2.1'; no response
81.4'; used a written response

appropriatel
15.7; did not use a written response

appropriately

no response
used other methods
appropriately
did not use other methods
appropriately

Activity Inyfrumem

Strateg\ (Implementation)

4.2';
88,5';

no response
uses different lengths
appr)priately

6.5'; does not use different lengths
appropriatel

71.l'; no resp011se
Uses different t \ pes
appropriatel
(toes not use different t \ pcs
appropriatel

59.3'; 110 response
37.5'; Uses bridge appropriatel



1.3(4 does not use bridge
appropriately

Solution

Question 1

1.3C(
no response
instrument that makes at least I

sound
instrument that makes at least 2
sounds
instrument that makes at least 3
sounds
instrument that makes more
than 3 sounds

Question 2

15.9'; no response
68.8'.i uses different lengths

appropriately
4.8'; does not use different lengths

appropriatel),

77.6C;
10.6(4

no response
uses different types
appropriately

.4q does not use different types
appropriately

64.9(1( no response
33.4Ci uses bridge appropriately

does not use bridge
appropriately

I .1(:(

Communication Skills

no response
diagrams with labels
diagrams without labels

17.1 no response
38.31 description for each instrument

change
34.3'..( some descriNion for instrunt,Nlt

changes
94( ; no description for instrument

changes


